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Artist: Rachel Platten
Title: Little Light
Album: Be Here (2011)
Tabbed by: Sam Sommerfeld

It s easy to play and the beat stays pretty steady throughout the song.
I strum it Down,Down..Down,Up,Down,Up.

CAPO ON 3rd FRET
tuning: Standard

    C   Em   E7  Am   G    G   F
e|  0   0    0    0   3    3   1
B|  1   0    0    1   3    0   1
G|  0   0 or 0    2   0 or 0   2
D|  2   2    0    2   0    0   3
A|  3   2    2    0   2    2   3
E|  x   x    x    x   3    3   1

                 C                Em
Looking for a little light to illuminate
     Am                              G                   C
The truth in the stillness after everything is blown away
                   Em
Life fades in the cuts and the struggles
   Am                       G
I just need a light at the end of the tunnel

C       Em
Look up
         Am                       G              C
Do the lines on your face cut a little bit deeper
   Em         Am                 G
I know you re not feeling very young

C        Em
So tired
 Am                          G
Stuck in the place and you don t wanna be here



C      Em
I know
        Am               G
Voices call you in the night...
F                    F
Come away! Come away!

Just looking for a little light to illuminate
The truth in the stillness after everything is blown away
Life fades in the cuts and the struggles
I just need a light at the end of the tunnel
A little light to illuminate
The truth in the stillness after everything is blown away
Life fades in the cuts and the struggles
I just need a light at the end of the tunnel

Hey now
From the wells of your eyes comes a deep frustration
Sometimes it can seem so hard to try
Everyday is a need for money you bleed
You re lonely when there s someone beside you
I know
That in these arms you ll find...
All of this will pass

Just looking for a little light to illuminate
The truth in the stillness after everything is blown away
Life fades in the cuts and the struggles
I just need a light at the end of the tunnel
A little light to illuminate
The truth in the stillness after everything is blown away
Life fades in the cuts and the struggles
I just need a light at the end of the tunnel

         Am      Em       Am            G
Cause everybody needs a harbor in the tempest
    Am        Em                           Am                 
A reason to believe you re more than what you have
      G
Even more than what you had
       F
Cause all of this will pass...

Looking for a little light to illuminate
The truth in the stillness after everything is blown away
Life fades in the cuts and the struggles
I just need a light at the end of the tunnel
A little light to illuminate
The truth in the stillness after everything is blown away
Life fades in the cuts and the struggles
I just need a light at the end of the tunnel



A little light to illuminate
The truth in the stillness after everything is blown away
Life fades in the cuts and the struggles
I just need a light at the end of the tunnel


